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Masahiro Tsuchiya, National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT), Japan; Takahiro Shiozawa, Kagawa National College of Technology, Japan

129.6: DIAGNOSTIC AND INVESTIGATION OF SUB-ARRAY RADIATION OF LARGE ARRAY ANTENNA .... 303
BY INVERSE SOURCE TECHNIQUE
Lars Jacob Foged, Francesco Saccardi, Lucia Scialacqua, Microwave Vision Italy, Italy; Javier L. Araque Quijano, Universidad Nacional de Colombia, Colombia; Giuseppe Vecchi, Politecnico di Torino, Italy; Luca Salghetti Drioli, European Space Agency, Netherlands

130: ANTENNA DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

130.1: NOVEL DESIGN OF A PLANAR UWB ANTENNA WITH ENHANCED GAIN USING A .................... 309
[URSI] MIXEDPARAMETER CMA-ES ALGORITHM
Elie Boudaher, Ahmad Hoorfar, Villanova University, United States
130.2: A TUNABLE DUAL-BAND MINIATURIZED MONOPOLE ANTENNA
Junyan Tang, Michigan State University, United States; Raoul Ouedraogo, Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory, United States; Edward Rothwell, Alejandro Diaz, Michigan State University, United States; Kazuko Fuchi, Air Force Research Laboratory, United States

130.3: PHYSICAL BOUNDS FOR ANTENNAS ON GROUND PLANES
Doruk Tayli, Mats Gustafsson, Lund University, Sweden

130.4: CONVEX AND GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION FOR ANTENNA ANALYSIS
Mats Gustafsson, Marius Cismasu, Lund University, Sweden

130.5: EXPLORATION OF RAPIDLY TUNED ANTENNAS FOR WIDEBAND SPECTRUM SENSING
Erica Daly, Jennifer Bernhard, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, United States

130.6: ANTENNA DESIGNS FOR MIMO SYSTEMS BY THE PIXELATED DESIGN TECHNIQUE
Yen-Sheng Chen, National Taipei University of Technology, Taiwan

201: WEARABLE AND IMPLANTABLE ANTENNAS

201.1: WEARABLE AND IMPLANTABLE ANTENNAS: APPLICATIONS IN COMMUNICATIONS, MONITORING AND DIAGNOSTICS
Yahya Rahmat-Samii, University of California, Los Angeles, United States

201.2: EMBROIDERED GROUND PLANE IMPLEMENTATION FOR WEARABLE UHF RFID PATCH TAG ANTENNAS
Karoliina Koski, Leena Ukkonen, Lauri Sydänheimo, Tampere University of Technology, Finland; Yahya Rahmat-Samii, University of California, Los Angeles, Finland

201.3: SOFT AND FLEXIBLE UHF ANTENNAS FOR W-BAN APPLICATIONS
Jovanche Trajkovikj, Jean-François Zürcher, Anja Skrivervik, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland

201.4: COMPACT WEARABLE DUAL-MODE ANTENNAS FOR BODY-CENTRIC WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS
Chia-Hsien Lin, Koichi Ito, Center for Frontier Medical Engineering, Chiba University, Japan

201.5: MINIATURIZATION OF WEARABLE ELECTRO-TEXTILE ANTENNAS USING MINKOWSKI FRACTAL GEOMETRY
Sankaralingam Subramaniam, Sayantan Dhar, Kaushik Patra, Bhaskar Gupta, Jadavpur University, India; Lotfi Osman, University of Carthage, Tunisia; Kais Zeouga, Ali Gharsallah, University of Tunis El Manar, Tunisia

201.6: ENVIRONMENTAL ELECTROMAGNETIC CHARACTERIZATION FRAMEWORK FOR WEARABLE ANTENNA MATERIALS
Frederick Declercq, Sam Agneessens, Hendrik Rogier, Ghent University - INTEC, Belgium; Ivo Couckuyt, Tom Dhaene, Ghent University/iMinds, Belgium

201.7: ROBUST, WEARABLE, ON-BODY ANTENNA RELYING ON HALF MODE SUBSTRATE INTEGRATED WAVEGUIDE TECHNIQUES
Sam Agneessens, Hendrik Rogier, Ghent University, Belgium; Riccardo Moro, Maurizio Bozzi, University of Pavia, Italy

201.8: EVALUATION OF THE PERFORMANCE OF WEARABLE DIRECTIVE ANTENNAS BASED ON FABRY-PEROT TYPE
Aitor Vico-Martinez, Darwin Blanco, Eva Rajo-Iglesias, University Carlos III of Madrid, Spain

201.9: A WIRELESS BODY AREA NETWORK FOR CAREFREE MEDICAL SENSING
Konstantinos Karathanasis, Asimina Kiourti, John L. Volakis, The Ohio State University, United States

201.10: AN ARMBAND-WEARABLE PRINTED ANTENNA WITH A FULL GROUND PLANE FOR BODY AREA NETWORKS
Syed Muzahir Abbas, Macquarie University, Australia; Yogesh Ranga, CSIRO, Australia; Karu P. Esselle, Macquarie University, Australia
202: 3D/ADDITIVE AND INKJET-PRINTED ANTENNAS

202.1: INKJET PRINTING OF A WIDEBAND, HIGH GAIN MM-WAVE VIVALDI ANTENNA ON A FLEXIBLE ORGANIC SUBSTRATE
Bijan Tehrani, Benjamin Cook, James Cooper, Manos M. Tentzeris, Georgia Institute of Technology, United States

202.2: OPTIMIZED RF/MICROWAVE ANTENNAS AND CIRCUITS ON LOW-COST FIBROUS SUBSTRATES USING INKJET-PRINTING TECHNOLOGY
Hossein Saghlatoon, Lauri Sydänheimo, Leena Ukkonen, Tampere University of Technology, Finland; Manos M. Tentzeris, Georgia Institute of Technology, United States

202.3: ADVANCEMENT OF 3D PRINTED CONFORMAL FSS AND ACTIVE ARRAY
Isaac Ehrenberg, Sanjay Sarma, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, United States; Bae-Ian Wu, Air Force Research Laboratory, United States

202.4: AN INKJET-PRINTED FLEXIBLE BROADBAND MULTILAYER SIW COUPLER FOR ANTENNA ARRAY SYSTEMS
Sangkil Kim, Georgia Institute of Technology, United States; Herve Aubert, LAAS-CNRS, France; Manos M. Tentzeris, Georgia Institute of Technology, United States

202.5: AN INKJET PRINTED NEAR ISOTROPIC 3-D ANTENNA WITH EMBEDDED ELECTRONICS FOR WIRELESS SENSOR APPLICATIONS
Muhammad Fahad Farooqi, Atif Shamim, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST), Saudi Arabia

202.6: WEARABLE INKJET-PRINTED ANTENNA PERFORMANCE FOR MEDICAL APPLICATIONS AT 868/915 MHZ
Gareth Conway, William Scanlon, Queen’s University Belfast, United Kingdom

202.7: FLEXIBLE PLASTIC-BASED INKJET PRINTED CPW FED DIPOLE ANTENNA FOR 60 GHZ ISM APPLICATIONS
Khelifa Hettak, Aldo Petosa, Rob James, Communications Research Centre Canada, Canada

202.8: A FULLY INKJET-PRINTED 3D TRANSFORMER BALUN FOR CONFORMAL AND ROLLABLE MICROWAVE APPLICATIONS
Chiara Mariotti, University of Perugia, Italy; Luca Aluigi, Independent Researcher, Germany; Trang T. Thai, Georgia Institute of Technology, United States; Federico Alimenti, Luca Roselli, University of Perugia, Italy; Manos M. Tentzeris, Georgia Institute of Technology, United States

202.9: INKJET-PRINTED UHF RFID FOLDED DIPOLE ANTENNAS FOR REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS
John Kimionis, Manos M. Tentzeris, Georgia Institute of Technology, United States; Symeon Nikolaou, Frederick University, Cyprus

202.10: TECHNOLOGY FOR FULLY PRINTABLE AND ROLLABLE GROUND PENETRATING RADAR (GPR) SYSTEMS
Anya Traille, CNRS-LAAS, France; Sangkil Kim, Georgia Institute of Technology, United States; Antony Coustou, Herve Aubert, LAAS-CNRS, France; Manos M. Tentzeris, Georgia Institute of Technology, United States

203: GUIDED-WAVE METAMATERIAL STRUCTURES

203.1: A BACKWARD WAVE AMPLIFIER BASED ON AN NRI TRANSMISSION-LINE METAMATERIAL
Adam Weiss, Anthony Grbic, University of Michigan, United States

203.2: MINIATURIZED CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDE PROBE ANTENNAS USING ENNZ METAMATERIAL LINERS
Justin Pollock, Ashwin Iyer, University of Alberta, Canada
203.3: MAGNETIC-FREE, FULLY INTEGRATED, COMPACT MICROWAVE CIRCULATOR USING ANGULAR-MOMENTUM BIASING
Nicholas Estep, Dimitrios Sounas, Andrea Alù, The University of Texas at Austin, United States

203.4: DUAL-BAND SRR USING CRLH TL-BASED ELEMENTS
Ousama Abu Safia, Larbi Talbi, University of Quebec in Outaouais, Canada; Khelifa Hettak, Communications Research Centre Canada, Canada

203.5: DESIGN OF 180°-SWITCHED-LINE PHASE SHIFTER WITH CONSTANT PHASE SHIFT USING CRLH TL
Jun Zhang, China Electronics Technology Group Corporation No. 38 Research Institute, China; S.W. Cheung, The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR of China; Qi Zhu, USTC, China

203.6: HIGH-Q SPIRAL INDUCTORS WITH MULTILAYERED SPLIT-RING RESONATOR (SRR) PATTERNGN GROUND SHIELDS
Abhishek Sahu, Bethany Grayczyk, Mohammad Almalkawi, Vijay Devabhaktuni, The University of Toledo, United States; Peter Aaen, University of Surrey, United Kingdom

203.7: TRAPPING A RAINBOW IN A DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDE
Rui Yang, Jingjing Li, University of Illinois at Chicago, United States

203.8: CONTROLLING LIGHT PROPAGATION AND MODE COUPLING IN OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES USING ONE DIMENSIONAL PHASED ANTENNA ARRAYS
Myoung-Hwan Kim, Zhaoyi Li, Nanfang Yu, Columbia University, United States

203.9: HYBRID PLASMONS IN ASSEMBLIES OF COUPLED METAL NANOWIRES
Nadiia Stognii, Kharkiv National University of Radio Electronics, Ukraine; Nataliya Sakhnenko, Kharkiv National University of Radio Electronics, Institute of Radio Physics and Electronics NASU, Ukraine

203.10: A DIRECTIONAL COUPLER BASED ON SPOOF MIM PLASMONIC STRUCTURES
Yong Jin Zhou, Bao Jia Yang, Xue-Xia Yang, Shanghai University, China

204: MILLIMETER WAVE SMALL ANTENNAS

204.1: DIFFERENTIAL 60 GHZ ANTENNA-ON-CHIP IN MAINSTREAM 65 NM CMOS TECHNOLOGY
A.B. (Bart) Smolders, Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands; U. Johannsen, Atlas Elektronik, Germany; M. Liu, Y. Yu, P. Baltus, Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands

204.2: HORN ANTENNA DESIGN FOR BAN MILLIMETER WAVE ON-BODY COMMUNICATION
Solofo Razafimahatrata, Julien Sarrazin, Aziz Benlarbi-Delaï, Sorbonne Universités, Université Pierre et Marie Curie, France; Philippe De Doncker, Université Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium

204.3: WIDEBAND 94 GHZ ON-CHIP DIPOLE ANTENNAS FOR IMAGING APPLICATIONS
Mehdi Seyyed-Esfahlan, Ibrahim Tekin, Sabanci University, Turkey; Mehmet Kaynak, IHP, Germany

204.4: 180 GHZ ON-CHIP INTEGRATED BOW-TIE ANTENNA
Michael Jenning, Dirk Plettemeier, Technische Universität Dresden, Germany

204.5: WIDEBAND HALF-CLOVERLEAF SHAPED ON-CHIP ANTENNA FOR 160 GHZ - 200 GHZ APPLICATIONS
Bernhard Klein, Michael Jenning, Patrick Seiler, Dirk Plettemeier, Technische Universität Dresden, Germany

205: RECONFIGURABLE AND FOLDABLE ANTENNAS

205.1: PLASMA ANTENNA VSWR AND CO-SITE AND PARASITIC INTERFERENCE REDUCTION OR ELIMINATION
Theodore Anderson, Fred Dyer, Haleakala Research and Development Inc., United States
205.2: RECONFIGURABLE SPHERICAL HELICAL ELECTRICALLY SMALL ANTENNA IN UHF BAND
Xueli Liu, Shun Yao, Stavros V. Georgakopoulos, Florida International University, United States

205.3: A NOVEL TUNABLE ORIGAMI ACCORDION ANTENNA
Shun Yao, Xueli Liu, Stavros V. Georgakopoulos, Florida International University, United States; Manos M. Tentzeris, Georgia Institute of Technology, United States

205.4: ORIGAMI QUADRIFILAR HELIX ANTENNA IN UHF BAND
Xueli Liu, Shun Yao, Stavros V. Georgakopoulos, Florida International University, United States; Manos M. Tentzeris, Georgia Institute of Technology, United States

205.5: A NOVEL RECONFIGURABLE ORIGAMI SPRING ANTENNA
Shun Yao, Xueli Liu, Stavros V. Georgakopoulos, Florida International University, United States; Manos M. Tentzeris, Georgia Institute of Technology, United States

206: SMALL ANTENNAS FOR MOBILE PLATFORMS

206.1: COMBINED DIPOLE-MULTITURN LOOP FOR VEHICLE-BASED HIGH-FREQUENCY (HF) COMMUNICATIONS
Sushant Shrestha, Maxim Ignatenko, Dejan Filipovic, University of Colorado Boulder, United States

206.2: HIGH-Q ANTENNAS WITH BUILT-IN COILS: FOR MOBILE DEVICES
Pevand Bahramzy, Aalborg university, Denmark; Simon Svendsen, Intel Corporation, Denmark; Gert Frølund Pedersen, Aalborg university, Denmark

206.3: COMPACT 3-D CUBIC LOOP ANTENNAS WITH OMNIDIRECTIONAL PATTERNS
Xiaohua Jin, Allen University, United States; Xunwang Dang, Fan Yang, Tsinghua University, China

206.4: DESIGN OF A MINIATURIZED UHF-BAND ZIGBEE ANTENNA APPLICABLE TO THE M2M/IOT COMMUNICATION
Jinsu Jeon, Kyeongnam Jang, Sungtek Kahng, Incheon National University, Republic of Korea; Changlim Park, Simplex, Republic of Korea

206.5: A 0.65 – 1 GHZ TUNABLE DUAL-BAND 4G-LTE ANTENNA FOR CARRIER AGGREGATION
Abdullah Alazemi, Gabriel M. Rebeiz, University of California, San Diego, United States

206.7: SMALL QUAD-BAND PRINTED ANTENNA COMPRISING SYMMETRICALLY ARRANGED TRAPEZOIDAL ELEMENTS AND RECTANGLE STRIP ELEMENTS
Makoto Sumi, NTT DOCOMO, INC., Japan; Keizo Cho, Chiba Institute of Technology, Japan

206.8: UNIPLANAR FOLDED MONOPOLE ANTENNA FOR MOBILE PHONE APPLICATIONS IN LTE/GSM/UMTS/WIFI BAND
Gijo Augustin, Bybi P. Chacko, Tayeb A. Denidni, National Institute of Scientific Research, Canada

206.9: MIMO ANTENNA USING MODIFIED PLANAR INVERTED-F ANTENNAS
Hassan Tariq Chattha, Muhammad Nasir, Yasir Jamal, Abubakar Sharif, University of Engineering & Technology Lahore, Pakistan; Yi Huang, Saqer S. Alja’afreh, University of Liverpool, United Kingdom

207: ANTENNA AND SYSTEM DESIGN FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATION

207.1: STACKED SLOT ANTENNA FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATION
Dominique Lo Hine Tong, Technicolor Connected Home, France; Kevin Nadaud, IETR/ Universite de Nantes, France

207.2: RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNAS IN HIGHLY MULTIPATH ENVIRONMENTS
Ryan Measel, Christopher S. Lester, Donald J. Bucci, Kevin Wanuga, Drexel University, United States; Gregory Tait, Naval Surface Warfare Center, United States; Richard Primerano, Kapil R. Dandekar, Moshe Kam, Drexel University, United States
207.3: METAL CHASSIS ROBUST ANTENNA ON COMPACT AMC STRUCTURE FOR COMMERCIAL SLIM TV
Youngju Lee, Alexander Goudelev, Byungchul Kim, Wonbin Hong, Samsung Electronics, Republic of Korea

207.4: A METAL CHASSIS ROBUST ANTENNA LOCATED ON THE CIRCUMFERENTIAL BARREL OF A SLIM TV CAMERA
Hyunjin Kim, Byungchul Kim, Wonbin Hong, Youngju Lee, Samsung Electronics, Republic of Korea

207.5: DISTURBANCE LOCALIZATION USING A MULTIFUNCTIONAL ANTENNA-BUOY SENSOR NETWORK
Alyssa Bennett, Jake McKnight, David Rolando, Jean-Francois Chamberland, Gregory Huff, Texas A&M University, United States

207.6: SEMANTIC WIRELESS LOCALIZATION FOR INNOVATIVE INDOOR/OUTDOOR SERVICES
Federico Viani, Alessandro Polo, Enrico Giarola, Fabrizio Robol, Paolo Rocca, Paola Garofalo, ELEDIA Research Center@DISI, University of Trento, Italy; Stefano DeVigili, Guido Benedetti, Provincia Autonoma di Trento, Italy; Luisa Zappini, Centrale Unica Emergenza, Italy; Alessandro Zorer, Trentino Network S.r.l., Italy; Silvia Marchesi, Centrale Unica Emergenza, Italy; Andrea Massa, ELEDIA Research Center@DISI, University of Trento, Italy

207.7: ANALYSIS OF TIME-REVERSAL MUSIC BEAMFORMING FOR INDOOR WLAN SYSTEMS
Carlos Andrés Viteri-Mera, Fernando L. Teixeira, The Ohio State University, United States

207.8: MODELING OF HUMAN BODIES FOR ANALYSIS OF WIRELESS BODY AREA NETWORKS IN CROWDS
Dragan Olean, Aleksandra Krneta, Branko Kolundzija, University of Belgrade, Serbia

207.9: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF PILOT PATTERN DESIGN FOR CHANNEL ESTIMATION IN LTE DOWNLINK
Fatma Zohra Bouchibane, Khalida Ghanem, CDTA, Algeria; M Bensebti, University of Saad Dahleb, Algeria

207.10: A NOVEL TUNABLE NARROW BANDSTOP FILTERS WITH C-SHAPED SLOT NOTCH STRUCTURE
Cheng Zhang, Mingming Liu, Ronghong Jin, Junping Geng, Xianling Liang, Haijun Fan, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China

208: BROADBAND DUAL-POLARIZED AND CP PRINTED ANTENNAS

208.1: A DUAL-FREQUENCY AND DUAL-POLARIZED ANTENNA WITH IMPROVED FRONT-TO-BACK RATIO FOR LTE APPLICATIONS
Ting-Jui Huang, Heng-Tung Hsu, Yuan Ze University, Taiwan

208.2: MINIATURIZATION OF A PRINTED MONOPOLE ANTENNA FOR CIRCULAR POLARIZATION
Takafumi Fujimoto, Rikiya Taniyama, Nagasaki University, Japan

208.3: BROADBAND CIRCULAR POLARIZED CROSS BOW TIE ANTENNA FOR TERAHERTZ RANGE
Amna Mir, Junsheng Yu, Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, China

208.4: A NOVEL TYPE OF BROADBAND CIRCULARLY POLARIZED ANTENNA
LiJun Pan, RongLin Li, South China University of Technology, China

208.5: A BROADBAND DUAL-POLARIZED FOUR-LEAF CLOVER ANTENNA FOR BASE STATIONS
Yuehui Cui, RongLin Li, South China University of Technology, China

209: WIRELESS POWER TRANSFER

209.1: STUDY OF DISPLACEMENT CURRENT EFFECT FOR PLANAR COILS IN LAYERED MEDIUM
Yanlin Li, Sheng Sun, The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR of China
209.2: CAN SPLIT-RING RESONATORS BE VIABLE FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY HARVESTING?
Thamer Almoneef, Omar Ramahi, University of Waterloo, Canada

209.3: THE EFFECTS OF MAGNETO-STATIC SURFACE RESONANCES IN METAMATERIALS ON THE QUALITY FACTOR OF COILS IN NEAR FIELD APPLICATIONS
Matthew Chabalko, David Ricketts, North Carolina State University, United States

209.4: A ROBUST WIRELESS POWER TRANSMISSION FOR CHARGING LOW POWER CONSUMPTION APPLIANCES
Elyas Palantei, Merna Bahaaruddin, Robby R.S. Tangkudung, Afif Sudirman, Hasanuddin University, Indonesia

209.5: MAXIMUM TRANSFER EFFICIENCY AND OPTIMAL LOADS FOR WPT SYSTEMS WITH MULTIPLE TRANSMITTERS
Hans-Dieter Lang, Alon Ludwig, Costas D. Sarris, University of Toronto, Canada

210: METAMATERIAL ANTENNAS AND APPLICATIONS

210.1: MULTIPATH MITIGATION IN HIGH PRECISION GPS SYSTEMS USING ARTIFICIAL MAGNETIC CONDUCTORS
Haider Khaleel, Sonoma State University, United States; Hussain Al-Rizzo, Ayman Isaac, Ayad Bihnam, University of Arkansas at Little Rock, United States

210.2: DUAL-FREQUENCY FILTENNA USING DEFECTED GROUND STRUCTURE FOR VSAT APPLICATIONS
Abolghasem Zamanifeki, A.B. (Bart) Smolders, Ioannis Bligiannis, Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands

210.3: 60-GHZ CMOS 2X2 ARTIFICIAL-MAGNETIC-CONDUCTOR MONOPOLE ON-CHIP ANTENNA FOR PHASED-ARRAY RF RECEIVING SYSTEM
Yi Wu, Chien-Chorng Chou, Wen-Yi Ruan, Chun-Han Yu, Shih-Chiao Huang Huang, Huey-Ru Chuang, National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan

210.4: COPLANAR WAVEGUIDE MONOPOLE ANTENNA ON ARTIFICIAL MAGNETIC CONDUCTOR FOR BODY-WORN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Tsitoha Andrimiharivolamena, Pierre Lemaitre-Augier, Smail Tedjini, LCIS – Grenoble INP, France; Franck Tirard, Safran Sagem, France

210.5: NEW MICROSTRIP META MATERIALS ANTENNAS
Albert Sabban, Ort Braude College, Israel

211: BROADBAND FRACTAL AND METAMATERIAL-BASED ANTENNAS

211.1: EXPLOITATION OF THE UC-PBG STRUCTURE AS GROUND PLANE TO ENHANCE MICROSTRIP ANTENNA BANDWIDTH
Sylvain Pflaum, Leonardo Lizzi, Philippe Le Thuc, Georges Kossiavas, Robert Staraj, LEAT, University of Nice-Sophia Antipolis, CNRS, France

211.2: STRIPLINE APERTURE COUPLED METAMATERIAL MUSHROOM ANTENNA WITH INCREASED FRONT-TO-BACK RATIO
Wei Liu, Zhi Ning Chen, Xianming Qing, Institute for Infocomm Research, Singapore

211.4: DESIGN OF A COMPACT WIDEBAND HIGH-GAIN MMW ANTENNA BASED ON FABRY-PEROT ANTENNA CONCEPT
Yuehe Ge, Can Wang, Xiaohu Zeng, Huaqiao University, China
212: ADVANCES IN ANTENNA FEED CIRCUITS AND STRUCTURES I

212.1: AUTOMATIC TUNABLE ANTENNA SYSTEM USING MEMS VARIABLE CAPACITORS AND A PROBE TRIGGERED BY TPC
Makoto Higaki, Koh Hashimoto, Toshiba Research and Development Center, Japan

212.2: WIDEBAND COAXIAL TO SUBSTRATE-INTEGRATED WAVEGUIDE TRANSITION IN A MULTILAYER RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNA CONFIGURATION
Siamak Ebadi, Nathan Landy, Milton Perque, Tom Driscoll, David Smith, Intellectual Ventures, United States

212.3: A NOVEL TWIST BETWEEN GAP WAVEGUIDES FOR COMPACT SLOT-ARRAY ANTENNAS
Luis Fernando Carrera-Suarez, Diana Veronica Navarro-Mendez, Escuela Politecnica Nacional, Ecuador; Mariano Baquero-Escudero, Sara Martinez-Giner, Universitat Politècnica de València, Spain

212.4: ON THE DIFFERENTIAL FEEDING TECHNIQUE FOR CIRCULARLY POLARIZED RESONANT ANTENNAS
Roberto Caso, Alice Buffi, Paolo Nepa, University of Pisa, Italy

212.5: MINIMUM COMPLEXITY DECOUPLING NETWORKS FOR ARBITRARY COUPLED LOADS
Ding Nie, Bertrand Hochwald, University of Notre Dame, United States; Erik Stauffer, Broadcom Cooperation, United States

212.6: FAR-FIELD SENSOR FOR ADAPTIVE ANTENNA TUNING
Nathanael J. Smith, Chi-Chih Chen, John L. Volakis, The Ohio State University, United States

212.7: STABILIZING NON-FOSTER-BASED TUNING CIRCUITS FOR ELECTRICALLY SMALL ANTENNAS
Aseim Elfrgani, Roberto Rojas, The Ohio State University, United States

212.8: NON-FOSTER CIRCUIT EMBEDDED WITHIN ELECTRICALLY SMALL ANTENNA
Aseim Elfrgani, Roberto Rojas, The Ohio State University, United States

212.9: MULTIPORT ANTENNA SYSTEM MATCHING USING NETWORK CHARACTERISTIC MODE ANALYSIS
Ezdeen Elghannai, Roberto Rojas, The Ohio State University, United States

212.10: STUDY OF WIDEBAND PATCH-BASED BUTLER MATRIX AND ITS HIGH-FREQUENCY APPLICATION
Xianshi Jing, Sheng Sun, Qin S. Liu, Yanlin Li, The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR of China

213: ATOMS, ANTENNAS, MATERIALS: METROLOGY AND IMAGING

213.1: RYDBERG ATOM BASED SUB-WAVELENGTH IMAGING
Chris Holloway, Josh Gordon, Steven Jefferts, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), United States

213.2: A NOVEL NON-CONTACT S-PARAMETER MEASUREMENT METHOD FOR SUB-MMW MULTI-PORT ON-WAFER DEVICES
Meysam Moallem, Kamal Sarabandi, University of Michigan, United States

213.4: AN INVESTIGATION OF RADIATION FROM EXTREMELY THIN PLANAR ANTENNAS USING CHARACTERISTIC MODE ANALYSIS
Pallavi Sharma, Jennifer Bernhard, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, United States

213.5: BANDWIDTH ENHANCEMENT USING HETEROGENEOUS SUBSTRATES FOR MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS
Syed Sheheryar Bukhari, William G. Whittow, Loughborough University, United Kingdom

213.6: GRAPHENE-BASED RECONFIGURABLE OPTICAL ANTENNAS
Bayaner Arigong, Rongguo Zhou, Jun Ding, Yuankun Lin, Huali Zhang, University of North Texas, United States
### 213.7: WEARABLE PRINTED MONOPOLE ANTENNA FOR UWB AND ISM APPLICATIONS

Haider Khaleel, Sonoma State University, United States; Ayman Isaac, Hussain Al-Rizzo, Ayad Bihnam, University of Arkansas at Little Rock, United States

### 213.8: INCREASING WIRELESS POWER TRANSFER EFFICIENCY ON IMPLANTABLE BIOMEDICAL DEVICES USING FERRITE BASED NEGATIVE PERMEABILITY METAMATERIAL DESIGN

Erik Gamez Rodriguez, Ajit Rajagopalan, Gianluca Lazzi, University of Utah, United States

### 213.9: A MICROWAVE GRADIENT SURFACE FOR BEAM-STEERING PURPOSES BASED ON GENERALIZED SNELL'S LAW

Dongying Li, Yaxin Yu, Institute of High Performance Computing, A*STAR, Singapore

### 213.10: GRAIN BIN MONITORING VIA MICROWAVE IMAGING

Mohammad Asefi, Ian Jeffrey, Joe LoVetri, Majid Ostadrahimi, Amer Zakaria, University of Manitoba, Canada; Colin Gilmore, Paul Card, 151 Research, Canada; Jitendra Paliwal, University of Manitoba, Canada

### 214: MIMO COMMUNICATION AND RADAR SYSTEMS

#### 214.1: BEAM-SPACE MIMO SIMULATIONS IN A 3-D SUBURBAN ENVIRONMENT

Marcos Ontiveros, Diana Arceo, Jeffery Allen, Justin James, Michael Daly, SPAWAR SSC Pacific, United States

#### 214.2: NEAR-FIELD MIMO COMMUNICATION UTILIZING BOTH ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS

M. Amin Nikravan, Do-Hoon Kwon, University of Massachusetts Amherst, United States; Hans G. Schantz, Alfred H. Unden, Q-Track Corporation, United States

#### 214.3: ANALOG EIGENMODE TRANSMISSION FOR 2X2 SHORT-RANGE MIMO

Kentaro Murata, Naoki Honma, Iwate University, Japan; Kentaro Nishimori, Niigata University, Japan; Hisashi Morishita, National Defense Academy, Japan

#### 214.4: OPTIMAL ARRAY PATTERNS FOR ENCRYPTION KEY ESTABLISHMENT IN LOS CHANNELS

Rashid Mehmood, Jon Wallace, Michael Jensen, Brigham Young University, United States

#### 214.5: A COMPACT RECONFIGURABLE MULTI-BAND MIMO ANTENNA SYSTEM

Rifaqat Hussain, KFUPM, Saudi Arabia; Mohammad S. Sharawi, King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals, Saudi Arabia

#### 214.6: A STUDY OF CROSS ARRAY WITH MIMO DBF

Yilong Lu, Yue Tang, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

#### 214.7: A CYLINDRICAL ANTENNA ARRAY FOR MIMO RADAR APPLICATIONS

Xuan Hui Wu, Mohamed Abdalla, Minnesota State University, United States
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Yingsong Li, Wenxing Li, Wenhua Yu, Jian Wan, Harbin Engineering University, China

307: EM NOISE AND WIRELESS POWER TRANSFER

307.1: FULL-WAVE STUDY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY INSIDE A COMPLEX PLATFORM USING DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION METHODS
Yang Shao, Jin-Fa Lee, The Ohio State University, United States
307.2: STANDOFF DETECTION OF HYDROPONIC EQUIPMENT THROUGH ELECTROMAGNETIC EMISSIONS
Dennis Liang, David Michelson, University of British Columbia, Canada

307.3: METAMATERIAL WIRELESS POWER TRANSFER SYSTEM (MWPT)
Justin Church, Jeremy Bagley, Viktor Bana, John D. Rockway, SPAWAR SSC Pacific, United States

308: ANTENNAS AND SENSORS FOR BODY-CENTRIC APPLICATIONS

308.1: A PLANAR, VIA-LESS ZERO-THORDER ANTENNA FOR WEARABLE ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
Yoon Geon Kim, Seungtae Ko, Wonbin Hong, Samsung Electronics, Republic of Korea

308.2: ACCURATE RFID STRAIN GAUGES FOR SKIN MOUNTING
John C. Batchelor, Osman Rakibet, Christina Rumens, Simon Holder, University of Kent, United Kingdom

308.3: A FOLDED SLOT ANTENNA WITH FULL GROUND PLANE FOR WEARABLE WATERPROOF WIRELESS SENSORS
Mohammad Vatankhah Varnoosfaderani, David V. Thiel, Junwei Lu, Griffith University, Australia

308.4: THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT STRUCTURES OF EMBROIDERY PATCH ANTENNA ON POLYMER SUBSTRATE WITH IDENTICAL EMBROIDERY PROPERTIES
Loc Ngo Quang Bao, Pei Cheng Ooi, Jit Kai Chin, The University of Nottingham Malaysia Campus, Malaysia

308.5: STUDY OF COUPLING EFFICIENCY OF WIRELESS POWER TRANSFER SYSTEMS IN Implanted Applications
Shyam Nambiar, Majid Manteghi, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, United States

309: CHARACTERISTIC MODE ANALYSIS: THEORY AND APPLICATIONS

309.1: OBSERVATIONS ON COMPUTATIONAL OUTCOMES FOR THE CHARACTERISTIC MODES OF DIELECTRIC OBJECTS
Hamad Alroughani, Jonathan Ethier, Derek McNamara, University of Ottawa, Canada

309.2: SURFACE INTEGRAL EQUATION BASED CHARACTERISTIC MODE FORMULATION FOR DIELECTRIC RESONATORS
Yikai Chen, Chao-Fu Wang, National University of Singapore, Singapore

309.3: DUAL-BAND DIRECTIONAL/OMNI-DIRECTIONAL LIQUID DIELECTRIC RESONATOR ANTENNA DESIGNS USING CHARACTERISTIC MODES
Yikai Chen, Chao-Fu Wang, National University of Singapore, Singapore

309.4: APPLICATION OF CHARACTERISTIC MODE ANALYSIS TO HF LOW PROFILE VEHICULAR ANTENNAS
Maxim Ignatenko, Dejan Filipovic, University of Colorado, United States

309.5: SHIPBOARD NVIS RADIATION SYSTEM DESIGN USING THE THEORY OF CHARACTERISTIC MODES
Yikai Chen, Chao-Fu Wang, National University of Singapore, Singapore

310: INKJET-PRINTED ANTENNAS

310.1: FULLY INKJET-PRINTED MULTILAYER MICROSTRIP PATCH ANTENNA FOR KU-BAND APPLICATIONS
Jo Bito, Bijan Tehrani, Benjamin Cook, Manos M. Tentzeris, Georgia Institute of Technology, United States

310.2: INKJET PRINTED CIRCULARLY POLARIZED ANTENNAS FOR GPS APPLICATIONS
Muhammad Fahad Farooqui, Atif Shamim, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST), Saudi Arabia
310.3: A NOVEL INKJET-PRINTED MICROFLUIDIC TUNABLE COPLANAR PATCH ANTENNA
Wenjing Su, Benjamin Cook, Manos M. Tentzeris, Georgia Institute of Technology, United States; Chiara Mariotti, Luca Roselli, University of Perugia, Italy

310.4: 3D FOLDED CUBICAL SLOT ANTENNA
Souren Shamsinejad, Pedram Mousavi, University of Alberta, Canada

311: ANTENNA THEORY, DESIGN, AND MEASUREMENTS

311.1: BESSEL BEAM LAUNCHERS AT MILLIMETER WAVES USING HIGHER-ORDER LEAKY-WAVE MODES
Walter Fuscaldo, Sapienza University of Rome, Italy; Guido Valerio, Institut d’Electronique et Télécommunications de Rennes, France; Alessandro Galli, Sapienza University of Rome, Italy; Ronan Sauleau, Mauro Etinde, Institut d’Electronique et Télécommunications de Rennes, France

311.2: EXAMINATION OF RADIATION FROM 2D PERIODIC LEAKY-WAVE ANTENNAS
Sohini Sengupta, David R. Jackson, Stuart Long, University of Houston, United States

311.3: POWER WAVE THEORY AND ITS APPLICATION TO TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANTENNA CHARACTERIZATION
Everett Farr, Farr Fields, LC, United States

311.4: ON THE GERCHBERG-PAPOLUIS ALGORITHM FOR EXTRAPOLATING ANTENNA PATTERNS
Sembiam Rengarajan, Ronald Pogorzelski, California State University, United States

311.5: INVESTIGATION OF RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS FOR A SERRATED PARALLEL PLATE STRUCTURE
Alexander Moreno, Jessica Ruyle, The University of Oklahoma, United States

311.6: MITIGATION OF RADIATION FROM BIAS LINES FOR A TUNABLE SLOT ANTENNA WITH A VARACTOR LOADED RING RESONATOR
Łukasz Szolc, Jessica Ruyle, The University of Oklahoma, United States

311.7: GRAPHENE-BASED CONTROLLABLE ANTENNA FOR TERAHertz PHOTOMIXER SOURCES
S. Mohsen Raeis-Zadeh, Mohammad Haqhtalab, Safieddin Safavi-Naeini, Terahertz Research Lab, School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Waterloo, Canada

311.8: A TWO-LAYER TRANSMITARRAY ANTENNA
Wenxing An, Shenheng Xu, Fan Yang, Tsinghua University, China

311.9: ANALYSIS OF SPARSE TRIFILAR ARRAY ANTENNA
Boris Tomasic, Michelle Champion, Air Force Research Laboratory, United States

312: INVERSE SCATTERING AND IMAGING II

312.1: JOINT L1-L2 REGULARIZATION FOR INVERSE SCATTERING
Pratik Shah, University of Southern California, United States; Uday K Khankhoje, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, India; Mahta Moghaddam, University of Southern California, United States

312.2: SPARSE CONTRAST-SOURCE INVERSION USING LINEAR-SHRINKAGE-ENHANCED INEXACT NEWTON METHOD
Abdulla Desmal, Hakan Bagci, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST), Saudi Arabia

312.3: NEW APPROACHES TO INVERSE SCATTERING EXPLOITING SYNTHETIC EXPERIMENTS
Martina Bevacqua, Tommaso Isernia, University Mediterranea, Italy; Lorenzo Crocco, CNR-IREA, National Research Council of Italy, Italy; Loreto Di Donato, University of Catania, Italy
312.4: A GPU IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INVERSE FAST MULTIPOLAR METHOD FOR MULTIBISTATIC IMAGING APPLICATIONS
Luís E. Tirado, Galia Ghazi, José Ángel Martínez-Lorenzo, Carey M. Rappaport, Northeastern University, United States; Yuri Álvarez Lopez, Fernando Las-Heras Andres, Universidad de Oviedo, Spain

312.5: ELECTROMAGNETIC IMAGING OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL DIELECTRIC OBJECTS WITH NEWTON MINIMIZATION
Aslan Emimian, Ali-Reza Sadeghi, Levent Gurel, Bilkent University Computational Electromagnetics Research Center (BiLCEM), Turkey

312.6: RECONSTRUCTING SURFACE PERMITTIVITY DISTRIBUTIONS FROM RADAR MEASUREMENTS USING A SPARSITY INDUCING REGULARIZED LEAST-SQUARES APPROACH
Christoph Statz, Sebastian Hegler, Yun Lu, Dirk Plettemeier, Technische Universität Dresden, Germany

312.7: COHERENT IMAGE FORMATION AND CALIBRATION FOR MULTI-BISTATIC RADAR CONFIGURATIONS
Galia Ghazi, Luis E. Tirado, Carey M. Rappaport, José Ángel Martínez-Lorenzo, Northeastern University, United States

312.8: GPR SURVEY THROUGH A MULTI-RESOLUTION DETERMINISTIC APPROACH
Marco Salucci, Lorenza Tenuti, Cristina Nardin, Matteo Carlin, Federico Viani, Giacomo Oliveri, Andrea Massa, ELEDIA Research Center@DISI, University of Trento, Italy

312.9: EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC TIME-REVERSAL IMAGING OF EXTENDED TARGETS
Yuanqi Li, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, China; Mingyao Xia, Peking University, China

312.10: MODIFIED LEVEL SET METHOD FOR ACCURATE PHYSICAL AND GEOMETRICAL RECONSTRUCTION
Mohammad Reza Eskandari, Reza Safian, Isfahan University of Technology, Iran; Mojtaba Dehmollaian, University of Tehran, Iran

313: GRAPHENE, CARBON NANOTUBES, AND NANOWIRES

313.1: MULTISCALE AND MULTIPHYSICS GRAPHENE SHEET – MAGNETIC NANOWIRE GYROTROPIC METAMATERIAL
Nina Chamanara, Christophe Caloz, Poly-Grames Research Center, Canada

313.2: CLOAKING OF DIELECTRIC AND METALLIC ELLIPTICAL CYLINDERS WITH A NANOSTRUCTURED GRAPHENE METASURFACE
Hossein M. Bernety, Alexander B. Yakovlev, The University of Mississippi, United States

313.3: EVEN AND ODD MODES IN COUPLED GRAPHENE NANORIBBONS
Rodolfo Araneo, Paolo Burghignoli, Giampiero Lovat, Salvatore Celozzi, University of Rome, Italy

313.4: DESIGN OF A GRAPHENE LOADED SLOT ANTENNA WITH 100:1 BANDWIDTH FOR WIRELESS SENSOR APPLICATIONS
Krishna Naishadham, Georgia Institute of Technology, United States

313.5: SURFACE PLASMONS IN GRAPHENE CYLINDRICAL WAVEGUIDES
Diego Correas-Serrano, Universidad Politecnica de Cartagena, Spain; Juan Sebastian Gomez-Diaz, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Spain; Alejandro Alvarez-Melcon, Universidad Politecnica de Cartagena, Spain

313.6: LASER INDUCED CARBON NANO-STRUCTURES FOR PLANAR ANTENNA FABRICATION AT MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES
David V. Thiel, Qin Li, Griffith University, Australia; Xiangping Li, Min Gu, Swinburne University of Technology, Australia

313.7: AN INVESTIGATION ON THE TUNING OF A MICROSTRIP PATCH ANTENNA USING CARBON NANOTUBE THIN FILMS
Krishna Naishadham, Georgia Institute of Technology, United States
313.8: HIGH-EFFICIENCY PHOTOCONDUCTIVE TERAHERTZ ANTENNAS BASED ON HIGH-ASPECT RATIO PLASMONIC ELECTRODES
Shang-Hua Yang, Mohammed Reza Hashemi, Christopher Berry, University of Michigan, United States; Mona Jarrahi, University of California, Los Angeles, United States
313.9: SCALING THE RESPONSE OF NANOCRESCENT ANTENNAS INTO THE ULTRAVIOLET
Miguel Rodriguez, Cynthia Furse, Steve Blair, Jennifer Shumaker-Parry, University of Utah, United States
313.10: A FAST SEMI-ANALYTICAL SIMULATION OF NANOWIRE ARRAYS BASED ON TRANSMISSION LINES THEORY
Omar Al-Zobui, Mohammad Khorrari, Hameed Naseem, University of Arkansas, United States
313.11: DESIGN OF TUNABLE GRAPHENE-BASED ANTENNA ARRAYS FOR MICROWAVE APPLICATIONS
Massimo Donelli, Giacomo Oliveri, ELEDIA Research Center@DISI, University of Trento, Italy

314: EDUCATION AND SIMULATION TOOLS
314.1: LEARNING TO TEACH IN THE FLIPPED CLASSROOM
Cynthia Furse, Donna Ziegenfuss, Stacy Bamberg, University of Utah, United States
314.2: PUFF MOBILE: OPEN-SOURCE AND MULTIPLATFORM ELECTROMAGNETIC [URSI] EDUCATIONAL TOOLS FOR SMARTPHONES, TABLETS, AND BROWSERS
Jeffrey Jensen, Jean-Francois Chamberland, Gregory Huff, Raven Standard LLC, United States
314.3: WEB-BASED INTERACTIVE 3D ELECTROMAGNETIC VISUALIZATION FOR ANTENNA DESIGNS
Jiansia Xue, The University Of Mississippi, United States
314.4: ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATORS IN RADIO FREQUENCY POWER AMPLIFIER DESIGN [URSI]
Abdullah Eroglu, Purdue University, United States
314.5: BROADBAND AND MINIATURE FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER WITH TRIPLE-VCO FOR LTE WIRELESS CHANNEL SIMULATOR
Yao Li, Xiaowei Zhu, Ling Tian, State Key Laboratory of Millimeter Wave, Southeast University, China

315: MATERIALS AND PROPAGATION MEASUREMENTS
315.1: MEASUREMENT OF PAINT AND COATING THICKNESS ON METALLIC PLATES USING SMART NEAR FIELD MICROWAVE SENSOR
Abdulbaser Ali, University of Waterloo, Canada; Muhammed S. Boybay, Antalya International University, Turkey; Omar Ramahi, University of Waterloo, Canada
315.2: W-BAND SILICON DIELECTRIC MEASUREMENT
Mehdi Seyyed-Esfahlan, Muhammed Hossein Nemati, Ibrahim Tekin, Sabanci University, Turkey
315.3: ORGANIC-BASED MICROWAVE FREQUENCY ABSORBERS USING CORN STOVER
Ben Smythe, Agilent Technologies, United States; Sean Casserly, TDK Corp., United States; Dean Arakaki, Cal Poly State University, United States
315.4: A SYSTEM FOR MEASURING THROUGH-THE-EARTH RADIO PROPAGATION
Carl Sunderman, Lincan Yan, Bruce Whisner, Joseph Waynert, NIOSH/OMSHR, United States
315.5: QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF MOISTURE CONTENT IN CEMENT BASED MATERIAL USING MICROWAVE NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING
Sonu Lal Gupta, Zubair Akhter, Manoj Bhaskar, M Jaleel Akhtar, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, India
316: SUB- AND SUPER-STRATES FOR PHASED ARRAYS

316.1: WIDEBAND MULTI-BEAM ANTENNA APERTURES USING METAMATERIAL-BASED SUPERSTRATES
Seyed Mohamad Amin Momeni, Hasan Abadi, Nader Behdad, University of Wisconsin-Madison, United States

316.2: RADIATION Q OF PLANAR DIPOLE PHASED ARRAYS ON A GROUNDED SUBSTRATE
Do-Hoon Kwon, David M. Pozar, University of Massachusetts Amherst, United States

316.3: DUAL-POLARIZATION TCDA-IB WITH SUBSTRATE LOADING
Dimitrios K. Papantonis, John L. Volakis, The Ohio State University ElectroScience Laboratory, United States

316.4: DESIGN OF CONNECTED ARRAY LOADED WITH ARTIFICIAL DIELECTRIC AT 60 GHZ
Waqas H. Syed, Daniele Cavallo, Andrea Neto, TU Delft, Netherlands; Paul van Zeijl, Omniradar, Netherlands

316.5: PHASED ARRAY FOR MILLIMETER-WAVE MOBILE HANDSET
Hongyu Zhou, Samsung Research America, United States

317: PHASED ARRAY DESIGN AND CHARACTERIZATION

317.1: SCAN BEHAVIOR OF U-SLOT MICROSTRIP PATCH PHASED ARRAY ANTENNAS
Mohamed Elsewe, Deb Chatterjee, University of Missouri at Kansas City, United States

317.2: ANTENNA ARRAY DESIGN FOR DIRECTIONAL NETWORKING
Gui Chao Huang, Ruthsenne Gagarin, Magdy F. Iskander, University of Hawaii, United States

317.3: PEC CAVITY FOR A RING ARRAY OF SPIRAL ANTENNAS
Israel Hinostroza, Régis Guinvarc’h, SONDRA/SUPELEC, France; Randy L. Haupt, Colorado School of Mines, United States

317.4: DUAL-CIRCULAR POLARIZED PLANAR ARRAY OF CONNECTED SINUOUS ANTENNAS
Ramanan Balakrishnan, Koen Mouthaan, National University of Singapore, Singapore; Israel Hinostroza, Régis Guinvarc’h, Supelec, France

317.5: SIMPLE IMPEDANCE MATRIX CHARACTERIZATION METHOD FOR UNIFORM CIRCULAR ANTENNA ARRAYS
Jun He Zhou, Jian Zhang, Hui Wang, Xue Feng Yin, Mei Song Tong, Tongji University, China; Jian Li, Huawei Technologies, China

318: OUTDOOR PROPAGATION CHANNELS FOR MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS

318.1: SOURCE LOCALIZATION USING TIME REVERSAL IN URBAN ENVIRONMENTS: A RAY TRACING APPROACH
Darcy Bibb, Zhengqing Yun, Magdy F. Iskander, University of Hawaii, United States

318.2: ELECTROMAGNETIC MACRO MODEL FOR ANALYSIS OF PROPAGATION PATH LOSS IN CELLULAR NETWORKS
Mohammad Abdallah, Walid Dyab, Tapan K. Sarkar, Syracuse University, United States; M. Prasad, CSIR-National Physical Laboratory, India; C. Misra, Informage Technologies private limited, India; A. Lamparez, Magdalena Salazar-Palma, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Spain

318.3: MEASUREMENT-BASED AUTO-CORRELATION MODEL OF SHADOW FADING FOR THE HIGH-SPEED RAILWAYS IN URBAN, SUBURBAN, AND RURAL ENVIRONMENTS
Ruisi He, Zhangdui Zhong, Bo Ai, Bei Zhang, Beijing Jiaotong University, China

318.4: A STUDY OF ELECTRIC FIELDS NEAR A LTE BASE STATION IN AN URBAN AREA
Hsing-Yi Chen, Tsung-Han Lin, Yuan Ze University, Taiwan
318.5: WIRELESS SIGNAL PROPAGATION PATH LOSS ESTIMATION
Zhe Geng, Hai Deng, Florida International University, United States

318.6: DEPOLARIZATION EFFECTS OF RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION IN VARIOUS LAND BUILT-UP ENVIRONMENTS
Yehuda Ben-Shimol, Natan Blaunstein, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel; Christos Christodoulou, The University of New Mexico, United States

318.7: PATH LOSS MEASUREMENTS FOR LOW-ANTENNA LINKS IN URBAN STREET ENVIRONMENTS
Jayul Lee, Myung Don Kim, Jinup Kim, Hyun Kyu Chung, Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI), Republic of Korea

318.8: MOBILE COMMUNICATION SITE PLANNING IN CAMPUS USING RAY TRACING
Kai-Un Lam, Chi-Hou Chio, Sio-Weng Ting, University of Macau, Macao SAR of China

319: ANTENNAS FOR BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS

319.1: WIRELESS TESTING OF INK-JET PRINTED MM-SIZE GOLD IMPLANT ANTENNAS FOR BRAIN-MACHINE INTERFACES
Elham Moradi, Sara Amendola, Toni Björninen, Lauri Sydänheimo, Leena Ukkonen, Tampere University of Technology, Finland; Jose M. Carmina, Jan M. Rabaey, University of California, United States

319.2: TEXTILE SENSOR FOR MONITORING VITAL SIGNS
Ruthsenne Gagarin, Gui Chao Huang, Ahmed Rabbi, Magdy F. Iskander, University of Hawaii, United States

319.3: STROKE VOLUME ESTIMATION FROM THE NEW NONINVASIVE CARDIOPULMONARY STETHOSCOPE
Ahmed Rabbi, Ruthsenne Gagarin, Gui Chao Huang, Magdy F. Iskander, University of Hawaii, United States

319.4: TIME MULTIPLEXING-STAR SHAPE BODY SENSOR NETWORK FOR SPORTS
Haider Sabti, David V. Thiel, School of Engineering, Griffith University, Australia

319.5: ALL-TEXTILE CIRCULAR PATCH ANTENNA WITH CORRUGATED GROUND FOR BODY SURFACE WAVE
Jinpil Tak, Jaehoon Choi, Hanyang University, Republic of Korea

319.6: ORIENTATION EFFECT OF FLEXIBLE IMPLANTABLE ANTENNAS ON PERFORMANCE
Rula Alrawashdeh, Yi Huang, Aznida Abu Bakar Sajak, Lei Xing, Muayad Kod, University of Liverpool, United Kingdom

319.7: PERFORMANCE OF ELECTRICALLY COUPLED LOOP ANTENNA INSIDE HUMAN BODY AT DIFFERENT FREQUENCY BANDS
Ali Ibraheem, Majid Manteghi, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, United States

319.8: PATH LOSS INSIDE HUMAN BODY USING ELECTRICALLY COUPLED LOOP ANTENNA AT DIFFERENT FREQUENCY BANDS
Ali Ibraheem, Majid Manteghi, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, United States

319.9: PERFORMANCE OF AN IMPLANTABLE PRINTED FOLDED DIPOLE ANTENNA FOR BIOMEDICAL WIRELESS COMMUNICATION
Sofia Bakogianni, Stavros Koulouridis, University of Patras, Greece

319.10: AN EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM-BASED ANALYSIS OF HUMAN BODY MOTIONS USING EMBEDDED SENSORS
Wassila Dib, Khalida Ghanem, Malika Radi, Fatma Zohra Bouchibane, Abdelmadjid Maali, Centre de developpement des technologies avancees, Algeria
324: ANTENNAS AND SENSORS FOR UNMANNED AIR SYSTEMS

324.1: LOW-COST UAS GROUND STATION ANTENNA FOR HIGH QUALITY VIDEO STREAMING AT 5.8 GHZ
Marta Martínez-Vázquez, Stefan Weitz, IMST GmbH, Germany

324.2: ANTENNAS OPERATING IN CLOSE PROXIMITY OF TEXTURED SURFACES
Naftali Herscovici, Michelle Champion, Air Force Research Laboratory, United States

324.3: INTEGRATION OF HF/VHF ANTENNAS ON A COMPACT UAS EQUIPPED WITH A RADAR DEPTH SOUNDER FOR ICE SOUNDING

324.4: SMALL AND LIGHT 24 GHZ MULTI-CHANNEL RADAR
Winfried Simon, Tobias Klein, Oliver Litschke, IMST GmbH, Germany

324.5: COMPACT FMCW RADAR FOR A UAS SENSE AND AVOID SYSTEM
James Mackie, Jonathan Spencer, Karl Warnick, Brigham Young University, United States

324.6: IMPACT OF CONTROL SURFACES AND FLIGHT MODES FOR FLYING-WING UAVS BASED ON AN AERODYNAMICALLY FUNCTIONALIZED BROADBAND ANTENNA
Franklin Drummond, Gregory Huff, Texas A&M University, United States

324.7: ANALOG 2-D IIR BEAM FILTERS FOR EARS IN UAS ECOSYSTEMS
Arjuna Madanayake, University of Akron, United States; Leonid Belostotski, University of Calgary, Canada; Chamith Wijenayake, University of Akron, United States; Len Bruton, University of Calgary, Canada; Vijay Devabhaktuni, University of Toledo, United States

324.8: META-REFLECTOR ANTENNA WITH ANNULAR PATTERN FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC ORIENTATION IN UAS APPLICATIONS
James Eck, Matthew Morrin, Karl Warnick, Brigham Young University, United States

324.9: UAV-BASED RADIATION PATTERN VERIFICATION FOR A SMALL LOW-FREQUENCY ARRAY
Giuseppe Virone, Fabio Paonessa, Alberto Tibaldi, Zunnoorain Farooqui, Giuseppe Addamo, Oscar Antonio Peverini, Riccardo Tascione, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR), Italy; Pietro Bolli, Andrea Mattana, Jader Monari, Giovanni Naldi, Federico Perini, Giuseppe Papillo, Marco Schiaffino, Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica (INAF), Italy; Andrea Maria Lingua, Marco Piras, Paolo Maschio, Irene Aiicardi, Iosif Horea Bendea, Alberto Cina, Politecnico di Torino, Italy

325: MULTI-SCALE AND MULTI-PHYSICS SOLVERS I

325.1: FAST MULTipoLE METHODS IN SERVICE OF VARIOUS SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINES
Levent Gurel, Bilkent University Computational Electromagnetics Research Center (BiLCEM), Turkey

325.2: 150 YEARS OF MAXWELL’S EQUATIONS: A REFLECTION
Weng Cho Chew, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, United States

325.3: BOREHOLE PETROPHYSICAL IMAGING OF INDUCTION AND ACOUSTIC DATA
Guozhong Gao, Aria Abubakar, Tarek Habashy, Schlumberger, United States

325.4: ON THE USE OF GRAPH LAPLACIANS IN THE INTEGRAL EQUATION MODELING OF COMPLEX AND MULTISCALE PROBLEMS
Francesco P. Andriulli, Institut Mines-Telecom / Telecom Bretagne, France

325.5: DISCONTINuous GALERKIN TIME DOMAIN METHOD FOR DIODE MODELING
Jue Wang, Jin-Fa Lee, The Ohio State University, United States
325.6: JOINT PETROPHYSICAL INVERSION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC, SEISMIC, AND FLUID FLOW DATA FOR IMPROVED HYDROCARBON EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION
Lin Liang, Guozhong Gao, Aria Abubakar, Tarek Habashy, Maokun Li, Guangdong Pan, Oguz Semerci, Schlumberger-Doll Research, United States

325.7: MODELING OF FREQUENCY SELECTIVE SURFACES ON CURVED STRUCTURES USING MULTISOLVER DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION METHODS
Caleb Waltz, Dongwei Li, Cagdas Gunes, Jin-Fa Lee, The Ohio State University, United States

325.8: NUMERICAL MODELING OF HEAT ASSISTED MAGNETIC RECORDING SYSTEM
Ruin Chang, Sidi Fu, University of California, San Diego, United States; Marko Lubarda, University of Donja Gorica, Montenegro, United States; Marco Menarini, Vitaliy Lomakin, University of California, San Diego, United States

325.9: RECENT ADVANCES IN SURFACE INTEGRAL METHODS FOR ANALYZING QUANTUM-DOT-BASED PLASMONIC NANO-STRUCTURES
Zhen Peng, Mike Klopfer, Ravi K. Jain, The University of New Mexico, United States

326: METAMATERIAL STRUCTURES FOR EM AND ACOUSTICS

326.1: METAMATERIAL-ENHANCED SLOW-WAVE STRUCTURES FOR TRAVELING WAVE TUBE APPLICATIONS
Arash Rashidi, Nader Behdad, University of Wisconsin-Madison, United States

326.2: A S-BAND HIGH POWER TRAVELING WAVE TUBE FOR RADAR APPLICATION
Muhammed Zuboraj, Niru K. Nahar, The Ohio State University ElectroScience Laboratory, United States; John L. Volakis, Electroscience Laboratory, United States

326.3: HYPERBOLIC METAMATERIALS BASED ON STACKED METASURFACES WITH APPLICATION TO MICROWAVE ABSORBER DESIGN
Mohamed Othman, Caner Guclu, Filippo Capolino, University of California, Irvine, United States

326.4: TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION BASED INVERSE SYNTHESIS OF SPECTRAL 3D METAMATERIALS
Murat Gokhan Eskin, Huseyin Yigit, Gullu Kizilbas, Sabanci University, Turkey

326.5: FREQUENCY AND SPATIAL FILTERING BY MEANS OF ADVANCED OPTICAL FUNNELING
Dimitrios Sounas, Andrea Alì, The University of Texas at Austin, United States

326.6: DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF A 3-DIMENSIONAL METAMATERIAL PRISM
Lorena Basilio, William Langston, Larry Warne, Sandia National Laboratories, United States

326.7: WAVEGUIDE-BASED METAMATERIALS AS A PLATFORM FOR MATHEMATICAL OPERATIONS
Cristian Della Giovampaola, Brian Edwards, Alexandre Silva, The University of Pennsylvania, United States; Francesco Monticone, The University of Texas at Austin, United States; Giuseppe Castaldi, Vincenzo Galdi, University of Sannio, Italy; Andrea Alì, The University of Texas at Austin, United States; Nader Engheta, The University of Pennsylvania, United States

326.8: ACOUSTIC FANO RESONATORS
Muhammad Amin, Mohamed Farhat, Hakan Bagci, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST), Saudi Arabia

326.9: LOCAL BIANSOTROPIC EFFECTIVE PARAMETERS FORMULAS FOR RECIPROCAL METAMATERIALS
Valentina Sozio, University of Siena, Italy; Andrea Vallecchi, University of Sheffield, United Kingdom; Matteo Albani, University of Siena, Italy; Filippo Capolino, University of California, United States
326.10: NEGATIVE GOOS-HACHEN SHIFT OF HUGE MAGNITUDE ON DIELECTRIC GRATINGS 
Jingjing Li, University of Illinois at Chicago, United States

327: TUNABLE AND MULTIBAND ANTENNAS II

327.1: FREQUENCY TUNABLE MICROSTRIP ARRAY ANTENNA WITH POLARIZATION 
RECONFIGURATION
Behrouz Babakhani, Satish Sharma, San Diego State University, United States

327.2: LOW-PROFILE 700-970 MHZ AND 1600-2200 MHZ DUAL-BAND TUNABLE ANTENNA FOR 
CARRIER AGGREGATION SYSTEMS
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